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Auditor of State David A. Vaudt today released a report on a special investigation of the City
of Ames Electric Department for the period July 1, 2003 through January 7, 2008. The special
investigation was performed as a result of concerns brought forth by citizens of the City of Ames
and was conducted in accordance with section 11.36(3) of the Code of Iowa.
Vaudt reported the special investigation identified several findings related to a professional
services contract the City established with SEGA, an engineering services firm, on October 14,
2003. According to the contract, SEGA was to “furnish and deliver a packaged combustion turbine
generator with technical direction for field erection.” In addition, the contract included a provision
for additional services to upgrade the City’s existing generator.

The authorized contract value,

including change orders, totaled $1,748,371. Specifically, the procedures identified the following:
•

Lack of adequate monitoring and oversight of compliance with terms of the contract with
SEGA.

•

Multiple purchase orders were used to authorize payments totaling $86,496.08 to SEGA.
The payments were in addition to the original purchase order established for the
engineering services contract, for which payments totaled $1,748,288.21. Some of the
payments included in the $86,496.08 were authorized by purchase orders established for
less than the $25,000.00 threshold required for City Council approval. As a result, the
authorized amount of the contract and related change orders was exceeded.

•

Services and equipment totaling $151,700 for work related to the City’s existing generator
identified by a contract change order were not received in entirety by the City. According
to City officials, financial resources were shifted at the City’s direction from the existing
generator to the new generator as a result of technical issues with the new generator.
However, City officials were unable to provide us with documentation to support the
shifting of resources.

The report also includes recommendations to strengthen the City’s internal controls and overall
operations for contract management, specifically for contracts administered by the Electric
Department.
Copies of the report have been filed with the Story County Attorney’s Office and the Attorney
General’s Office. A copy of the report is available for review in the Office of Auditor of State and on
the Auditor of State’s web site at http://auditor.iowa.gov/specials/specials.htm.
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OFFICE OF AUDITOR OF STATE
STATE OF IOWA
State Capitol Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0004
Telephone (515) 281-5834

David A. Vaudt, CPA
Auditor of State

Facsimile (515) 242-6134

Auditor of State’s Report
To the Honorable Mayor and
Members of the City Council:
As a result of concerns brought forth by citizens of the City of Ames, we conducted a
special investigation of the City of Ames’ Electric Department. We have reviewed citizen concerns
and applied certain tests and procedures to certain transactions and records of the City of Ames
for the period July 1, 2003 through January 7, 2008, or as otherwise noted. We performed the
following procedures:
(1)

Evaluated internal controls to determine whether adequate polices and procedures were
in place.

(2)

Compared terms of the City’s professional service contract with SEGA, an engineering
firm, to payments to determine if payments were appropriate and in compliance with
terms of the contract.

(3)

Reviewed invoices and related documentation submitted by SEGA to the City to
determine if the invoices were reasonable and were properly supported.

(4)

Examined change orders for the City’s professional service contract with SEGA to
determine (1) if equipment and services outlined in the change orders were provided to
the City and (2) if change orders were properly authorized and approved in accordance
with the City’s purchasing policies.

(5)

Obtained and reviewed purchase orders authorizing work to be performed by SEGA to
determine if purchase orders were authorized, approved and otherwise in compliance
with the City’s purchasing policies.

(6)

Reviewed invoices submitted by SEGA to Iowa State University to determine if the
invoices appeared similar in appearance and contained comparable levels of work
detail.

(7)

Obtained and reviewed certain minutes of City Council meetings and certain resolutions
to determine Council actions taken regarding Electric Department projects.

(8)

Examined Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports for the City to determine the
consistency of the Electric Utility’s financial position.

(9)

Examined other professional service contracts administered by the Electric Department
to determine if bidding and monitoring procedures were applied in a consistent manner
to professional service contracts.

The procedures described above do not constitute an audit of financial statements
conducted in accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing standards. Had we performed
additional procedures, or had we performed an audit of financial statements of the City of Ames,
other matters might have come to our attention that would have been reported to you.
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These procedures identified several concerns regarding contract management and
monitoring procedures performed by the Electric Department.
Payments made against the original purchase order established for the engineering services
contract totaled $1,748,288.21. In addition, we determined multiple purchase orders were used
to authorize additional payments totaling $86,496.08 to SEGA. Some of the payments included
in the $86,496.08 were authorized by purchase orders established for less than the $25,000.00
threshold required for City Council approval.
We also identified $151,700.00 of services and equipment authorized by contract change
orders to the professional service contract which were not provided in entirety to the City. The
findings are explained in greater detail in the detailed findings section of the report.
Copies of this report have been filed with the Story County Attorney’s Office and the
Attorney General’s Office.
We would like to acknowledge the assistance and many courtesies extended to us by the
officials and personnel of the City of Ames during the course of our review.

DAVID A. VAUDT, CPA
Auditor of State

WARREN G. JENKINS, CPA
Chief Deputy Auditor of State

February 5, 2009
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City of Ames Electric Department
Investigative Summary

Background Information
The City of Ames operates under the Mayor-Council form of government with a City Manager. The
City Council is comprised of 6 members, each elected to serve a 4 year term. The City provides
numerous services to citizens, including general government, public safety, public works, health
and social services, culture and recreation, and community and economic development services.
The City also provides water, sewer and electric services for its citizens.
In March 2007, a representative of the State Ombudsman’s office contacted the Office of Auditor
of State to relay citizen concerns about certain City transactions authorized by officials of the City
of Ames Electric Department. After reviewing documentation provided by the citizens and
pursuant to section 11.36 of the Code of Iowa, we notified the City on September 20, 2007 we
would be conducting certain procedures to address the concerns brought to our attention.
Some of the citizens’ concerns addressed in this report are summarized as follows:
•

Multiple purchase orders were used to authorize work related to a single professional
service contract between the City and SEGA, an engineering services firm,

•

Services and equipment outlined in the professional service contract and related change
orders were not received by the City,

•

Lack of detail and supporting documentation for invoices submitted to the City by SEGA,
and

•

Lack of documentation to show the City adequately monitored SEGA’s compliance with the
terms of the professional services contract.

The citizens also identified concerns which we reviewed but did not result in a finding or
recommendation to the City. These concerns included, but were not limited to:
•

Installation of a utility line between the Cities of Ames and Ankeny,

•

Software updates to the Electric Department’s SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) system, which allows remote access to certain systems and activities of the
Electric Department,

•

Concerns about the accuracy of date and time stamp recordings created by the Sequence
of Event tool used to monitor and correct Power Plant system failures,

•

Certain provisions of the City’s contract for receipt of coal,

•

Financial condition of the Electric Department, and

•

Concerns about the nature of the relationship between the former Electric Department
Director and certain vendors.

We discussed some of the concerns with officials of the Electric Department and concluded they
were not audit related issues. Rather, the issues were the result of management decisions for
which we lack the necessary expertise to form an opinion. Items falling in this category include
the following:
•

Utility line between the Cities of Ames and Ankeny,

•

SCADA upgrades, and

•

Date and time stamp recordings.
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We reviewed the City’s coal contract and did not identify any contract provisions which appear to
be in violation of the Code of Iowa or City policy.
In addition, we reviewed the City’s Annual Financial Reports for the years ended June 30, 2004
through June 30, 2007. For the 4 years we reviewed, net assets for the Electric Department
increased from $69,782,468 to $80,013,432, with each year experiencing an increase. Based on
our comparison, we do not believe the financial condition of the Electric Department to be a
concern.
We did not find any evidence in the City’s records to indicate an improper relationship of a
personal nature existed between the former Electric Department Director and vendors of the
Electric Department.
We performed the procedures detailed in the Auditor of State’s Report for the period July 1, 2003
through January 7, 2008, or as otherwise noted.

Detailed Findings
According to SEGA’s website, the vendor “is an employee-owned, multidiscipline engineering and
technical services firm that provides a wide range of design, planning, procurement, construction,
training, and field services. These services are provided to electric utilities, universities, industrial
companies, healthcare facilities, municipalities, governmental entities, and commercial facilities”.
SEGA headquarters are located in Stilwell, Kansas. The City has maintained an ongoing vendor
relationship with SEGA since August 1998. For the period of our review, the City’s payments to
SEGA totaled $1,968,973.92.
These procedures identified several concerns about contract management and monitoring
procedures by staff of the Electric Department for the City’s contract with SEGA.
Payments made against the original purchase order established for the engineering services
contract totaled $1,748,288.21. In addition, we determined multiple purchase orders were used
to authorize payments totaling $86,496.08 to SEGA. Some of the payments included in the
$86,496.08 were authorized by purchase orders established for less than the $25,000.00
threshold required for City Council approval.
We also identified $151,700.00 of services and equipment authorized by contract change orders to
the professional service contract which were not provided in entirety to the City. The findings are
explained further in the detailed findings section of the report. A detailed explanation of each
finding follows.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CONTRACT WITH SEGA – On October 14, 2003, the City of Ames
entered into a professional service contract with SEGA for engineering services, hereafter referred
to as the Combustion Turbine Generator (CTG) project. According to the project description in the
agreement, SEGA was to “furnish and deliver a packaged combustion turbine generator with
technical direction for field erection.” The agreement also included a provision for additional
services related to a control system upgrade for the City’s existing combustion turbine generator.
From October 2003 through November 2006, SEGA provided professional engineering services to
the City for the CTG project. Table 1 summarizes the budget of the not-to-exceed contract award
to SEGA. Excerpts from the contract and related change orders for the CTG project are included
in Appendix 1.
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Table 1
Description
Planning

Original
Contract

Change
Order 1

Change
Order 2

Change
Order 3

Total

$ 100,000

-

-

-

100,000

50,000

-

-

-

50,000

Engineering Services

575,000

-

280,309

200

855,509

Existing Generator Control
Upgrade Engineering and
Field Services

100,000

-

151,700

-

251,700

On-Site Resident Services

450,000

-

-

-

450,000

-

41,162

-

-

41,162

$1,275,000

41,162

432,009

200

1,748,371

Permitting Services

Furnish Equipment for CTG
Balance of Plant Control
System
Total

As illustrated by the Table, the contract was initially awarded for $1,275,000.00. In addition to
the original award, SEGA was granted 3 change orders which cumulatively increased the value of
the contract by $473,371.00 to $1,748,371.00. Payments to SEGA authorized under the
purchase order established for the CTG project totaled $1,748,288.21. All payments to SEGA for
the period of our investigation are included in Exhibit A.
According to City officials, SEGA also performed various other engineering services for the Electric
Department in addition to the CTG Project. Payments to SEGA authorized by other purchase
orders totaled $220,685.71. However, based on the purchase order descriptions, some of the
payments authorized with other purchase orders were for work related to the CTG project, which
is discussed in a subsequent section of our report.
The City also paid SEGA $76,353.38 for services from August 1998 through June 30, 2003. We
have not performed any procedures for payments to SEGA prior to July 1, 2003.
RFP and award of contact – The City’s purchasing policies require written proposals be
submitted for professional service contracts which exceed $50,000, unless the City Council elects
to waive the requirement. In accordance with section 384.95 of the Code of Iowa, sealed bids are
required for public improvements estimated to cost more than $100,000.
Architectural or
engineering design services are specifically excluded.
Officials of the Electric Department prepared a request for proposal dated July 24, 2003 for the
CTG project. The RFP stated responses must be received by August 22, 2003. The City Council
approved a resolution on October 14, 2003 to award the contract to SEGA. The resolution stated
6 qualified responses were received, but it did not specify the names of the vendors or amounts
proposed. In addition, the Council minutes did not specify the names of the vendors. The
proposals were submitted to and evaluated by staff of the Electric Department, who subsequently
recommended SEGA as the best qualified firm.
We requested to examine each of the proposals submitted to the City for the CTG project.
Officials of the Electric Department provided us with several boxes of records and indicated all
documents pertinent to the project were included in the boxes. We observed the project proposal
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submitted by SEGA in the records. However, we did not identify complete written proposals for
the CTG project from any of the other 5 vendors referred to in the Council resolution. In addition,
we did not find evidence to document the process used to evaluate, compare and rank each of the
6 responses. We asked officials of the City if appropriate documentation to support the proposals
received could be located elsewhere within the City. However, City Officials were not able to
provide us with the competitive proposal documents. According to the City’s record retention
policy, rejected bids should be retained by the City for 5 years.
However, we identified a fax cover sheet dated September 15, 2003 attached to selected copied
pages of the CTG project proposals received from Stanley Consultants and Utility Engineering.
The selected pages detailed work plans but did not include any dollar amounts. The fax cover
sheet included the comment “For your information” and appears to have been faxed to an official of
SEGA from Gary Titus, the City’s former Electric Department Assistant Director. As previously
stated, SEGA was awarded the CTG contract on October 14, 2003. A copy of the fax cover sheet
is included in Appendix 2. Because proposals were not received pursuant to a sealed bidding
process, the City was not prohibited by law from providing the information to SEGA.
Because we were unable to review proposals submitted by other vendors or documentation of the
evaluation process for vendor selection, we are unable to determine if the contract was fairly
awarded to SEGA.
Contract monitoring – The City’s purchasing policies state “Contract administration and
management is the responsibility of the using department”. In accordance with the City’s policy,
the Electric Department was primarily responsible for monitoring SEGA’s work progress and
compliance with the terms of the contract.
Based on our discussions with City officials, monitoring of the CTG project was the specific
responsibility of the Electric Department’s former Assistant Director, Gary Titus. The former
Assistant Director retired from his position with the City in April 2005. However, he continued to
provide consulting services for the CTG project until July 2006. In April 2006, the purchase order
for the CTG project was closed at the direction of Mr. Titus.
The former Assistant Director was responsible for ensuring compliance with terms of the contract.
He also received and approved invoices, which were subsequently provided to the Finance
Department for payment.
1) Monthly Status Reports – The City’s contract with SEGA required SEGA to submit
monthly project status reports. The status reports were to include the following items:
•

project status summary,

•

activities completed during the previous period,

•

outstanding problems which could impact the schedule and require immediate
resolution,

•

activities to be completed during the next period, and

•

notice of any key milestones requiring action, approval or decision from the City.

The specified monthly status reports were not included in the records originally provided
to us by the City. We reviewed the City’s record retention policy and determined the City’s
policy did not specifically address the length of time such records should be retained by
the City.
However, the City subsequently provided us with 12 monthly status reports and examples
of daily status reports archived on the City’s e-mail system. The daily reports specified
current work in progress, action items, personnel on site and concerns about future work.
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The final monthly status report was prepared by SEGA for May 2005. The report stated
the project was 99.15% complete. However, the City paid $569,304.34 to SEGA for
services rendered after June 1, 2005. The services were within the scope of the contract.
2) Inadequate contract management – As previously stated, the purchase order for the CTG
project was closed in April 2006 at the direction of the Electric Department’s former
Assistant Director. However, the City received invoices from SEGA for work completed on
the CTG project after Mr. Titus completed his consulting work for the City in July 2006.
Because Mr. Titus had indicated the project was complete, City officials in the Electric and
Finance Departments closely examined the invoices received by SEGA after the purchase
order was closed in April 2006.
According to copies of e-mail communications we obtained, officials of the City were not
able to determine what services the City paid for when submitting payment for SEGA’s
invoices because the invoices did not provide sufficient detail about the specific work
performed. A total of $1,968,973.92 was paid to SEGA by the City during the period of our
review.
The following in an excerpt of an e-mail exchanged from an employee of the Finance
Department to officials of the Electric Department. The e-mail was dated January 22,
2007. A copy of the e-mail is included in Appendix 3.
“Gary Seite and I were unable to determine what exactly they <SEGA> were
doing and what was being billed on the engineering bills……. Again, I am
unable to tell, other than the work covered period, the work for which we are
being billed. Their invoices are all billings on a professional services contract
with no details of what was done or worked on; just employee names and
hours spent…. As I mentioned in our meeting, we need to know what they are
billing us for in a format that will match our purchase orders and Council
action forms. Their current billings are unable to supply this information from
an accounting standpoint.”
An additional e-mail communication from an employee of the Purchasing Department to
officials of the Electric Department confirmed officials were aware work billed to the City
was not verified. The communication was dated February 7, 2007. A copy of the e-mail is
included in Appendix 3.
“… The Council Action Form was based on work I had understood to be work
that had been completed and invoiced (but never properly approved by the
City Council), and also work that staff had authorized but was yet to be
completed (and also not properly approved by City Council)…… It was not
until after City Council approval on 12/12/06 that I learned that somewhere
along the line between June and December 2006 the work described in the
invoices had not been verified.”
The City requested SEGA provide additional details about the scope of the services billed for
invoices received after April 2006 when the original purchase order was closed.
Representatives of SEGA responded that records showing more detail for engineering hours
were not available, citing the City had never provided direction on the records SEGA should
keep for the contract. On March 16, 2007, a representative of SEGA provided the City with a
brief explanation for invoices questioned by the City. The summary was based on recollection
of the project engineers and specifically stated “Recall that some of these invoices are several
months old, so our recollection may not be perfect.” A copy of the explanations provided by
SEGA is included in Appendix 4.
The explanations provided by SEGA provided limited details about the activities SEGA says it
was billing the City for. After receipt of the explanations from SEGA, the balances of the
invoices due to SEGA were paid in full. Copies of the invoices explained by SEGA are included
in Appendix 4.
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Multiple purchase orders – City policy requires a purchase order be established for noninventoried or non-capital materials and/or services which exceed $1,000.
According to
discussions with City officials, a single purchase order is typically established for all payments
related to a project. The purchase order is closed at project completion. In addition, contract
change orders are also reflected as a corresponding increase or decrease to the purchase order.
For some vendors, multiple purchase orders may exist if the vendor is providing more than 1
service to the City.
We reviewed all purchase orders and related invoices for SEGA from July 1, 2003 through
January 7, 2008. As previously stated, the City paid $1,968,973.92 to SEGA for contractual work
related to the CTG project and other unrelated engineering services. Because invoices submitted
by SEGA did not contain sufficient detail to determine the specific service provided, we relied on
the description assigned to each purchase order to determine the items each invoice was believed
to represent. According to an employee of the Finance Department, the purchase order
descriptions were established by officials of the Electric Department. We also considered the
purchase order number identified on SEGA’s invoices to determine if the payment was applied to
the specified number. Exhibit A lists each of the invoices submitted by SEGA and paid by the
City, as well as which purchase order each invoice was applied to.
1) Purchase Order 32219 – On October 22, 2003, purchase order 32219 was established to
pay expenses related to the CTG project. As previously stated, the purchase order was
initially established for $1,275,000 but was increased to $1,748,371 as a result of 3
change orders to the original contract.
Invoiced expenses totaling $1,748,288.21 were applied against the purchase order. Table
3 summarizes the total payments to SEGA authorized under purchase order 32219 by
fiscal year.
Table 3
Fiscal
Year

Amount paid
on P.O. 32219

2004

$

289,760.96

2005

935,177.99

2006

523,349.26

Total

$ 1,748,288.21

The final payment applied to purchase order 32219 was issued on April 13, 2006.
According to an employee of the Finance Department, the purchase order was closed
shortly after the April 13 payment at the direction of the former Director of the Electric
Department because the CTG project with SEGA was complete. Only $82.99 remained
unexpended on the purchase order.
2) Other Purchase Orders – As previously stated, the original purchase order for the CTG
project was closed in April 2006. However, the City continued to receive invoices from
SEGA for work on the CTG project because the project was not complete. According to an
employee of the Finance Department, the invoices received after April 2006 were applied to
new or existing purchase orders because the original purchase order (32219) for the CTG
project was closed.
We examined all purchase orders and the related invoices for SEGA for the period of our
investigation. We identified 6 separate purchase orders used by the City to authorize
payment for invoices which appear to be related to the CTG project, based on the purchase
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order descriptions. The invoices should have been applied to purchase order 32219. The
6 purchase orders are listed in Table 4.
Table 4
Purchase
Order

35128
35157

35158

*38668

*39059
*39845

Purchase
Order Date

Purchase Order Description

Furnish engineering and technical
services associated with
programming BOP controls.
Furnish equipment for CTG 2
communication cabinet. Cabinet
fabricated in SEGA's shop and
delivered to job site in Ames.
Furnish engineering,
documentation and fabrication
services for communication cabinet
and BOP control system.
Provide engineering services for
GT2 project per engineering
services contract between the City
of Ames and SEGA, inc. October
2003.
MCC GT1 removal and installation
spec. SEGA to write the MCC
installation package.
GT1 motor control center (MCC)
minerals and installation contracts
work and GT1 controls upgrade
work.

Authorized
Purchase Order
Amount

Amount
Expended

12/22/04

$ 25,000.00

25,000.00

12/29/04

4,541.00

4,541.00

12/29/04

11,000.00

11,000.00

09/08/06

13,900.00

13,836.85

11/30/06

^ 8,269.56

8,269.56

05/09/07

23,848.67

23,848.67

$ 86,559.23
$ 86,496.08
Total
* - Includes invoices which were dated prior to the date the purchase order was established.
^ - Includes a change order in the amount of $3,269.56.

As illustrated by the Table, an additional $86,496.08 was paid to SEGA for work on the
CTG project. However, the payments were not applied to the purchase order established
for the CTG project. Because separate purchase orders were used to authorize payment, a
change order to the original contract was not approved by the City Council for the
additional payments.
In addition, none of the 6 purchase orders individually exceeded the $25,000 dollar
threshold required for City Council approval. However, according to a Council Action
Form dated December 12, 2006, the City Council approved additional engineering services
for the GT-1 control system in the amount of $61,640. Although the additional funds were
authorized, none of the purchase orders identified in Table 4 are consistent with the
amount approved or the timing of Council authorization. In addition, much of the work
originally scheduled for GT-1 was not completed, which is discussed in greater detail in a
subsequent section of our report.
Of the 6 purchase orders identified in Table 4, 3 were established after April 2006. We
identified invoices applied against the 3 purchase orders which were dated prior to the
date of the purchase order, an indication the purchase order may have been used to
authorize payment for prior outstanding invoices.
We also identified 14 invoices for which SEGA specifically identified purchase order 32219
as the applicable purchase order for the work performed. However, the payments were
applied against other purchase orders because the original purchase order for the project
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was closed. We determined payments for 5 of these invoices were split between 2 or more
purchase orders. The 14 invoices are included in Exhibit A.
Payments for an additional 3 invoices were partially paid in September 2006 and the
remaining balance was paid in May 2007, approximately 8 months later.
On April 11, 2007, an e-mail from an employee of the Finance Department to officials of
the Electric Department detailed options to pay outstanding invoices from SEGA. A copy
of the e-mail is included in Appendix 3. Excerpts from the e-mail are included below.
… worked on the outstanding invoices that are due to SEGA … and have
arrived at how we can pay them and the paperwork required to do so. … has
corrected a requisition for a purchase order that has not been issued to more
clearly reflect the services that were performed and we have applied some of
the invoices to other applicable open purchase orders.
To complete payment of all bills, we need some help from you. Would you
please send … an email requesting a change order to PO 39059 in the amount
of $3,269.56 to complete paying for writing the specifications for bid and
reviewing the bids for CN16 (MCC). This will then enable us to pay for the
work that has been done and billed.
We then need a requisition for a purchase order to be entered to pay for some
extra work done by SEGA employee...
The remaining 3 purchase orders listed in Table 4 were established in December 2004.
We were unable to determine why the purchase orders were established to authorize
payment for invoices related to the CTG project while purchase order 32219 was open.
However, it appears the purchase orders were created to avoid including the payments
against the original contract.
If the invoices applied to separate purchase orders had been applied to the original
contract, the contract value would have been exceeded and a change order would have
been required to justify the excess payments over the authorized contract amount. All
payments to SEGA for the CTG project are listed in Table 5.
Table 5
Purchase
Order

Purchase
Order Date

Amount
Expended for
CTG Project

32219

10/22/03

$ 1,748,288.21

35128

12/22/04

25,000.00

35157

12/29/04

4,541.00

35158

12/29/04

11,000.00

38668

09/08/06

13,836.85

39059

11/30/06

8,269.56

39845

05/09/07

23,848.67

Total

$ 1,834,784.29

As illustrated by Table 5, the actual costs for the CTG project paid to SEGA totaled
$1,834,784.29, which exceeded the authorized contract value of $1,748,371.00 by
$86,496.08.
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We also identified 2 additional purchase orders which specified work for GT-1 and GT-2.
However, based on our discussion with officials of the Electric Department, the purchase
orders do not appear to be related to the scope of the CTG project. As a result, the
associated payments are not included in Tables 4 or 5. A total of $10,780.37 was paid to
SEGA for the 2 purchase orders.
Change Orders – As previously stated, SEGA was granted 3 change orders to the CTG project.
Table 6 lists the change orders.
Table 6
Change
Order

Approved
by Council

Date

1

No

12/22/04

Furnish equipment
for CTG Balance of
Plant Control
System

2

Yes

07/26/05

Extra engineering
services in
accordance with
CO #2

3

No

04/05/06

Increase
engineering
services

Total

Description on
Change Order

Percentage
Increase^
3.23 %

Amount
$

41,162

33.88 %

432,009

0.02 %

200

37.13 %

$ 473,371

*

^ -Percentage increase over original contract award of $1,275,000.
* - Change order not required to be approved by Council.
1) Council Approval – The City’s purchasing policies in effect at the time of the first change
order required the City Council to approve all change orders exceeding the lesser of
$9,500.00 or 10% of the original contract. In addition, City policy states each subsequent
change order which exceeds the threshold must also be approved by the City Council.
Effective January 1, 2005, the threshold for City Council approval of change orders was
increased to the lesser of $25,000.00 or 20% of the original contract.
The first change order was not approved by the City Council, in apparent violation of the
City’s purchasing policies. In addition, according to discussions we had with officials of
the City’s Purchasing Department, Mr. Titus initially requested a new purchase order in
the amount of $41,162.00 to furnish equipment for the CTG project. City officials
determined the amount should be included with the CTG contract and processed as a
change order rather than a new purchase order. However, the contract modification failed
to be processed through the standard channels of approval, including City Council
approval. The first change order was subsequently disclosed to the City Council upon
approval of the second change order.
Detailed justification for the first and third change orders was not provided to us. Details
of the second, and largest, change order are discussed in the following paragraphs.
As previously stated, we were unable to review proposals from other vendors because they
were not provided to us. As a result, we are unable to determine if certain contract options
existed with other vendors which were not included in SEGA’s proposal, causing SEGA to
appear to be the best-value while requiring significant subsequent contract cost
modifications.
2) Equipment and Services Paid for but not Received – The second change order dated
July 26, 2005 included $151,700.00 related to the control upgrade for the City’s existing
combustion turbine generator (GT-1). The increase authorized by the change order is in
addition to $100,000.00 allotted for the control upgrade in the original contract allocation.
The individual components identified in the change order for the increased cost of the
control upgrade are included in Table 7.
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Table 7
Line
Number

Description

Amount

7a

Communication cabinet

7b

Balance of Plant equipment

70,000

7c

Engineering, documentation and assembly

20,000

7d

Added programming

30,000

7e

HMI computer

8e

Added engineering time

Total

$

3,500

3,200
25,000
$ 151,700

City officials provided us with a tour of the GT-1 and GT-2 site on January 8, 2008.
During our tour, we determined the GT-1 controls had not yet been upgraded. In addition,
the communication cabinet and the balance of plant equipment specified in change order
2 were not present during our tour. When we inquired about the GT-1 control upgrade,
we were told by officials of the Electric Department it was not complete.
On August 8, 2006, the City awarded a contract totaling $160,410.00 to HPI, LLC to
provide services for the GT-1 control upgrade, a contract for which SEGA wrote the
specifications. The City also allotted an additional $130,000.00 for the estimated cost of
parts, installation and additional engineering, which is not included in the cost of HPI’s
contract. As of December 3, 2008, payments to HPI totaled $108,736.72. City officials
anticipate HPI will complete its work on GT-1 in early 2009.
As previously stated, the original SEGA contract included $100,000.00 for work related to
the GT-1 control upgrade and change order 2 provided an additional $151,700.00 for
equipment, additional engineering and other costs.
In addition, the City Council
authorized an additional $61,640.00 on December 12, 2006 for work on GT-1.
Because all funds authorized by the professional service contract and related change
orders were paid to SEGA, we asked the City to explain why SEGA received payment from
the City for services and equipment to upgrade GT-1 controls when the work was not
completed by SEGA.
The City’s response follows:
In short, not all the items specified above were provided by SEGA. The City
was billed and made payment only for equipment and services received from
SEGA per terms on the contract. Specifically, for change order 2, line item 7,
items 7c, 7d, and 7e were either partially or fully completed as was line item
8. For line item 7, items 7a and 7b were not received nor were they billed by
SEGA or paid by the City. The balance of the payments made against the
change order was for additional work provided by SEGA in support of the GT2 installation and start-up. The payments were for work within the scope of
the original contract which included work for GT-1 and GT-2.
Upon further discussion, officials of the Electric Department and the City Manager’s Office
stated financial resources were shifted at the City’s direction from work on GT-1 to GT-2 as
a result of several technical issues with GT-2, including concerns about the operational
ability of the unit in cold temperatures and humid weather. Officials were not able to
provide documentation to support the shifting of resources from GT-1 to GT-2, such as a
change order or other contract modification. In addition, officials commented SEGA was
contracted to perform engineering services, not the actual installation of or equipment for
the GT units.
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As previously stated, based on our review of invoices submitted by SEGA, we are unable to
determine what the City was billed for because the invoices lack the necessary details.
However, change order 2 was authorized for specific work and equipment related to GT-1
which appears to not have been received by the City. The full value of the professional
service contract and related change orders, $1,748,288.21, as well as an additional
$86,496.08 applied to other purchase orders, was paid to SEGA.
Copies of the professional service contract and related change orders are included in
Appendix 1.
3) Timing – As previously stated, we reviewed all invoices from SEGA to the City between
July 1, 2003 and January 7, 2008. As part of our review, we compared the amount and
timing of change orders to the remaining unexpended purchase order balance.
In June 2005, the City’s payments to SEGA totaled $1,227,938.95. At that time, the
authorized value of the contract was $1,316,162.00, leaving a remaining balance of
$88,223.05, even though the project was not near completion.
In July 2005, change order 2 was issued for $432,009.00. There were no invoices paid by
the City against this purchase order in July 2005. However, 4 invoices were paid in
August 2005, the following month, which cumulatively totaled $372,945.96. The 4
invoices were for work completed from May 1, 2005 through July 31, 2005 and could not
have been paid without the additional funds provided through change order 2. As a
result, it appears the change order was necessary to continue making payments to SEGA
for work on the CTG project.
Other Professional Service Contracts – We performed a limited reviewed of 3 additional
professional service contracts awarded by the Electric Department in July and August 2004. For
the contracts we reviewed, 2 of the 3 contracts were awarded through the City’s RFP process.
Responses were available for our review for 1 of the 2 contracts.
The 3rd contract we reviewed was a solicitation of a vendor by the Electric Department, which is in
compliance with the City’s purchasing policy for professional service contracts. As previously
stated, the Code of Iowa specifically excludes architectural or design services from sealed bid
requirements.
We also scanned the purchase order history and did not identify multiple purchase orders
appearing to be contractually related to these vendors.
In addition, we reviewed invoices for the 3 contracts. The invoices, like SEGA’s invoices, did not
provide significant detail about the scope of work provided.
As discussed in our report, we identified several concerns with the City’s administration of its
contract with SEGA, including monitoring, fiscal management, the use of multiple purchase
orders and a change order authorizing additional funds which were not used for the purposes
intended. As a result of the concerns identified, we are unable to determine if the City received
services proportionate to the payments made to SEGA.
We did not identify similar concerns during our review of other professional service contracts
administered by the Electric Department with other vendors.
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Recommended Control Procedures
As part of our fieldwork, we reviewed the procedures used by the City of Ames to process financial
transactions. An important aspect of internal control is to establish procedures that provide
accountability for assets susceptible to loss from error and irregularities. These procedures
provide the actions of one individual will act as a check of those of another and provide a level of
assurance errors or irregularities will be noted within a reasonable time during the course of
normal operations. Based on our findings and observations detailed below, the following
recommendations are made to strengthen the City of Ames’ internal controls.
A. Paid Invoices – Invoices from SEGA and other vendors did not have sufficient detail for
the City to determine what services were billed for. In January 2007, the City
requested supporting details from SEGA to determine the services included in billings
for invoices received after April 2006. However, SEGA’s response stated written
records did not exist. SEGA provided the City with a recollection of which services
were provided based on what the assigned staff could recall. Even though the City did
not receive sufficient documentation to support the payment, payment of the invoices
was authorized and paid.
Recommendation – City officials should implement procedures to ensure payments to
all vendors are supported by billings that contain sufficient detail to determine
specifically which services are being paid for and to ensure the payments are in
compliance with the terms of any authorizing contract. Payment should not be made
without sufficient supporting documentation.
In addition, the billings should be reviewed prior to payment to ensure only appropriate
or reasonable items are billed at the proper cost.
B. Contract Change Orders – The CTG project included 3 change orders. The first change
order totaling $41,162.00 was not approved by the City Council as required by the
City’s purchasing policies. In addition, the change order was not supported by
adequate documentation to specify in detail the components of the change order.
Recommendation – Change orders should be approved in accordance with City policy.
Change orders should also be supported by adequate documentation. In addition, City
officials should monitor and enforce compliance with the City’s established policies.
C. Services and Equipment Authorized by Change Order but not Received – We identified
services and equipment totaling $151,700.00 specified in a contract change order for
the City’s existing combustion turbine control upgrade order which were not received
in entirety by the City. The full balance of the change order was paid to SEGA. Also,
$100,000.00 for engineering services related to the City’s existing generator was
allocated to SEGA in the original contract.
Recommendation – The City contends it did not pay for services and equipment not
provided by SEGA. Rather, City officials stated SEGA provided other services related to
the contract at the City’s direction. However, invoices from SEGA are not detailed
enough to determine what services the City was actually billed for.
In addition, the change order was authorized only for the specific services and
equipment identified in the change order. If the equipment and services were not or
could not be provided to the City, the modification and shifting of resources should
have been supported by another change order detailing the services actually received
by the City.
D. Multiple Purchase Orders – We identified 6 purchase orders used by the City to
authorize payment for invoices totaling $86,496.08 which appear to be related to the
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CTG project.
The CTG project had an established purchase order which was
prematurely closed.
Recommendation – Purchase orders should not be closed until the project is complete
and completion has been verified. In addition, all payments related to a contract
should be considered in the contract amount, with amounts exceeding the contract
total authorized by change orders approved in accordance with the City’s purchasing
polity.
E. Monthly Status Reports – The City’s contract with SEGA required monthly status
reports be submitted to the City by SEGA. The monthly status reports were not
included with the records provided to us for review. However, the City subsequently
provided us with 12 monthly status reports and examples of daily status reports
archived on the City’s e-mail system. The City’s record retention policy does not
address the length of time such records should be retained.
Recommendation – The City should establish a policy for retention of documents
related to contractual requirements.
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Report on Special Investigation of the
City of Ames Electric Department
Payments to SEGA
For the period July 1, 2003 through January 7, 2008

Per Purchase Order
P.O.
Number

P.O.
Description

31885

Field services for plant DCS control system starting
9/23/03

32216

$

Original

Change

Final

P.O.
Total

Orders to
P.O.

P.O.
Total

17,000.00

(4,164.10)

12,835.90

Field services for plant DCS control system starting
10/27/03

15,000.00

1,812.00

16,812.00

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

1,275,000.00

473,371.00

1,748,371.00

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-
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Exhibit A

Per SEGA Invoice

Per Check

Per Vendor Activity Listing
Paid

Date of
Invoice

Invoice
P.O.
Number Number

Invoiced
Amount

Check
Number

Check
Date

Paid on
P.O. 32219

with other
P.O.

Total
Payments

11/26/03

4227

31885

12,835.90

200579 12/23/03

-

12,835.90

12,835.90

11/14/03

4154

31885

16,812.00

201087 01/08/04

-

16,812.00

16,812.00

11/12/03

4135

32219

19,550.25

199709 12/04/03

19,550.25

-

19,550.25

12/10/03

4319

32219

20,123.24

200335 12/18/03

20,123.24

-

20,123.24

01/14/04

4458

32219

28,829.34

202149 01/29/04

28,829.34

-

28,829.34

02/16/04

4620

32219

15,159.39

203807 03/04/04

15,159.39

-

15,159.39

03/15/04

4766

32219

34,991.04

204750 03/25/04

34,991.04

-

34,991.04

04/08/04

4837

32219

40,699.90

205773 04/15/04

40,699.90

-

40,699.90

05/12/04

4974

32219

78,224.93

207394 05/20/04

78,224.93

-

78,224.93

06/09/04

5102

32219

52,182.87

208881 06/17/04

52,182.87

-

52,182.87

07/16/04

5187

32219

55,768.09

210775 07/22/04

55,768.09

-

55,768.09

08/12/04

5361

32219

96,196.45

213215 08/26/04

96,196.45

-

96,196.45

09/09/04

5437

32219

75,187.66

214463 09/16/04

75,187.86

-

75,187.86
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Report on Special Investigation of the
City of Ames Electric Department
Payments to SEGA
For the period July 1, 2003 through January 7, 2008

Per Purchase Order
P.O.
Number

P.O.
Description

Original

Change

Final

P.O.
Total

Orders to
P.O.

P.O.
Total

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32219

Provide engineering services for combustine turbine
generator project

-

-

-

32924

Perform engineering services to evaluate unit 7
precipitator design and insulation as proposed in letter
dated 2/6/04 to Gary Titus

32924

Perform engineering services to evaluate unit 7
precipitator design and insulation as proposed in letter
dated 2/6/04 to Gary Titus

33241

Field services for plant DCS control system starting
4/12/04

18,190.00

33840

Engineering services for DCS power distribution.
Services for #1, #2, #3, Recommendations for #4 and
#5

24,500.00

33840

Engineering services for DCS power distribution.
Services for #1, #2, #3, Recommendations for #4 and
#5
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8,000.00

-

-

-

-

3,909.29

-

-

8,000.00

-

22,099.29

24,500.00

-

Exhibit A

Per SEGA Invoice

Per Check

Per Vendor Activity Listing
Paid

Date of
Invoice

Invoice
P.O.
Number Number

Invoiced
Amount

Check
Number

Check
Date

Paid on
P.O. 32219

with other
P.O.

Total
Payments

09/14/05

6916

32219

30,703.29

232329 09/22/05

30,703.29

-

30,703.29

10/11/05

7055

32219

25,937.61

233656 10/20/05

25,937.61

-

25,937.61

12/20/05

7315

32219

25,798.72

236765 01/05/06

25,798.72

-

25,798.72

12/21/05

7324

32219

41,162.00

237708 01/26/06

41,162.00

-

41,162.00

01/11/06

7384

32219

2,831.25

237438 01/19/06

2,831.25

-

2,831.25

02/08/06

7466

32219

16,166.66

239082 03/02/06

16,166.66

-

16,166.66

03/21/06

7673

32219

7,803.77

241020 04/13/06

7,803.77

-

7,803.77

03/15/04

4768

32924

2,294.28

204750 03/25/04

-

2,294.28

2,294.28

04/14/04

4874

32924

5,700.00

205996 04/22/04

-

5,700.00

5,700.00

05/12/04

4982

33241

20,807.26

208881 06/17/04

-

20,653.54

20,653.54

08/06/04

5313

33840

7,587.95

213215 08/26/04

-

7,587.95

7,587.95

12/08/04

5822

33840

3,050.58

219607 01/06/05

-

3,050.58

3,050.58
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Report on Special Investigation of the
City of Ames Electric Department
Payments to SEGA
For the period July 1, 2003 through January 7, 2008

Per Purchase Order
P.O.
Number

P.O.
Description

Original

Change

Final

P.O.
Total

Orders to
P.O.

P.O.
Total

34017

Field services for plant DCS control system.
Approximated at 40 hours @ $125 per hour plus living
exp. Work to begin 8/2/04

34017

Field services for plant DCS control system.
Approximated at 40 hours @ $125 per hour plus living
exp. Work to begin 8/2/04

35075

Provide engineering services to amended SPCC Plan for
the Dayton Ave. Power Plant GT 1 and GT 2

35075

Provide engineering services to amended SPCC Plan for
the Dayton Ave. Power Plant GT 1 and GT 2

-

-

-

35075

Provide engineering services to amended SPCC Plan for
the Dayton Ave. Power Plant GT 1 and GT 2

-

-

-

35075

Provide engineering services to amended SPCC Plan for
the Dayton Ave. Power Plant GT 1 and GT 2

-

-

-

35128

Furnish engineering and technical services associated
w/ programming BOP controls

35157

Furnish equipment for CTG 2 communication cabinet.
Cabinet fabricated in SEGA's shop and delivered to job
site in Ames

10,000.00

-

12,000.00

-

-

-

10,000.00

-

12,000.00

25,000.00

-

25,000.00

4,541.00

-

4,541.00

35158

Furnish, engineering, documentation and fabrication
services for communication cabinet and BOP contol
system

11,000.00

-

11,000.00

35751

Field services for plant DCS control system
(Approximated at 40 hours @ $125 per hour plus living
expenses. Work to begin during Spring outage

10,000.00

35751

Field services for plant DCS control system
(Approximated at 40 hours @ $125 per hour plus living
expenses. Work to begin during Spring outage

36729

Modification of the redundancy drum level. Tripping
scheme for unit 7

22

-

10,700.00

1,685.20

-

-

11,685.20

-

10,700.00

Exhibit A

Per SEGA Invoice

Per Check

Per Vendor Activity Listing
Paid

Date of
Invoice

Invoice
P.O.
Number Number

Invoiced
Amount

Check
Number

Check
Date

Paid on
P.O. 32219

with other
P.O.

Total
Payments

09/13/04

5457

34017

5,558.29

215090 09/30/04

-

5,558.29

5,558.29

11/05/04

5686

34017

4,142.79

218428 12/09/04

-

4,142.79

4,142.79

01/12/05

5977

35075

1,560.00

220604 01/27/05

-

1,560.00

1,560.00

02/10/05

6112

35075

1,195.00

221797 02/24/05

-

1,195.00

1,195.00

05/13/05

6480

35075

2,495.37

225685 05/19/05

-

2,495.37

2,495.37

08/09/05

6795

35075

2,170.00

230563 08/18/05

-

2,170.00

2,170.00

04/30/05

6427

35128

25,000.00

225685 05/19/05

-

25,000.00

25,000.00

@

04/30/05

6429

35157

4,541.00

225685 05/19/05

-

4,541.00

4,541.00

@

04/30/05

6428

35158

11,000.00

225685 05/19/05

-

11,000.00

11,000.00

@

06/21/05

6632

35751

7,103.49

227707 06/30/05

-

7,103.49

7,103.49

07/22/05

6730

35751

4,581.71

229680 08/11/05

-

4,581.71

4,581.71

11/28/05

7210

36729

2,359.33

235959 12/15/05

-

2,359.33

2,359.33
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Per Purchase Order
P.O.
Number

P.O.
Description

Original

Change

Final

P.O.
Total

Orders to
P.O.

P.O.
Total

36729

Modification of the redundancy drum level. Tripping
scheme for unit 7

-

-

-

36729

Modification of the redundancy drum level. Tripping
scheme for unit 7

-

-

-

36729

Modification of the redundancy drum level. Tripping
scheme for unit 7

-

-

-

36774

Provide City of Ames assistance on an as-requested
basis with regard to compliance with air quality
regulatory requirements.

36774

Provide City of Ames assistance on an as-requested
basis with regard to compliance with air quality
regulatory requirements.

37817

Field services for plant DCS control systems. Work to
be done on April 12 and 13.

3,000.00

37882

Petition EPA to accept flow technology meter
calibration method instead of part 75 appendix D
meter calibration method for combustine turbine GT2
fuel flow meter

3,400.00

37882

Petition EPA to accept flow technology meter
calibration method instead of part 75 appendix D
meter calibration method for combustine turbine GT2
fuel flow meter

38668

Provide engineering services for GT2 project per eng
svcs contract between the City of Ames and SEGA, inc.
October 2003

38668

Provide engineering services for GT2 project per eng
svcs contract between the City of Ames and SEGA, inc.
October 2003

-

-

-

38668

Provide engineering services for GT2 project per eng
svcs contract between the City of Ames and SEGA, inc.
October 2003

-

-

-

38668

Provide engineering services for GT2 project per eng
svcs contract between the City of Ames and SEGA, inc.
October 2003

-

-

-
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10,000.00

-

-

13,900.00

-

-

1,985.00

-

-

-

10,000.00

-

4,985.00

3,400.00

-

13,900.00

Exhibit A

Per SEGA Invoice

Per Check

Per Vendor Activity Listing
Paid

Date of
Invoice

Invoice
P.O.
Number Number

Invoiced
Amount

Check
Number

Check
Date

Paid on
P.O. 32219

with other
P.O.

Total
Payments

02/22/06

7535

36729

2,206.50

239774 03/16/06

-

2,206.50

2,206.50

03/16/06

7652

36729

3,324.81

240335 03/30/06

-

3,324.81

3,324.81

04/18/06

7772

36729

390.00

241986 05/04/06

-

390.00

390.00

10/10/05

7039

36774

7,826.23

233656 10/20/05

-

7,826.23

7,826.23

11/09/05

7148

36774

1,680.00

234869 11/17/05

-

1,680.00

1,680.00

05/10/06

7901

37817

4,985.21

243990 06/15/06

-

4,985.21

4,985.21

05/10/06

7914

37882

280.00

243285 06/01/06

-

280.00

280.00

07/10/06

8213

37882

3,080.00

245650 07/20/06

-

3,080.00

3,080.00

04/20/06

7785

32219

1,008.75

249690 09/28/06

-

1,008.75

1,008.75

@

07/11/06

8230

32219

6,890.35

249690 09/28/06

-

6,890.35

6,890.35

@

08/08/06

8381

32219

2,624.00

249690 09/28/06

-

2,624.00

2,624.00

@

09/22/06

8595

32219

3,253.75

259834 05/17/07

-

3,253.75

3,253.75

@
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Per Purchase Order
P.O.
Description

P.O.
Number

Original

Change

Final

P.O.
Total

Orders to
P.O.

P.O.
Total

38668

Provide engineering services for GT2 project per eng
svcs contract between the City of Ames and SEGA, inc.
October 2003

38751

Field services for plant DCS control system. Work to be
done in October- with a date to be set at a later time

7,500.00

39059

MCC GT 1 removal and installation spec. SEGA to
write the MCC installation package

5,000.00

39059

MCC GT 1 removal and installation spec. SEGA to
write the MCC installation package

39714

Responses to questions on evaporative cooler
blowdown, fencing around substation, demineralized
water tank leak investigation and resolution with
supplier

39845

GT1 motor control center (MCC) minerals and
installation contracts work and GT1 controls upgrade
work

39845

GT1 motor control center (MCC) minerals and
installation contracts work and GT1 controls upgrade
work

-

-

-

39845

GT1 motor control center (MCC) minerals and
installation contracts work and GT1 controls upgrade
work

-

-

-

39845

GT1 motor control center (MCC) minerals and
installation contracts work and GT1 controls upgrade
work

-

-

-

39845

GT1 motor control center (MCC) minerals and
installation contracts work and GT1 controls upgrade
work

-

-

-

39845

GT1 motor control center (MCC) minerals and
installation contracts work and GT1 controls upgrade
work

-

-

-

Total

-

-

$

-

-

3,269.56

-

7,500.00

8,269.56

-

5,114.00

-

5,114.00

23,848.67

-

23,848.67

1,512,693.67

481,867.95

^ - The invoice total was $20,807.26, but payment on the invoice was $20,653.54.
@ - Payments totaling $86,496.08 were invoices for the CTG Project but were applied to other purchase orders.
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1,994,561.62

Exhibit A

Per SEGA Invoice

Per Check

Per Vendor Activity Listing
Paid

Date of
Invoice

Invoice
P.O.
Number Number

Invoiced
Amount

Check
Number

Check
Date

Paid on
P.O. 32219

with other
P.O.

Total
Payments

10/24/06

8773

32219

60.00

259834 05/17/07

-

60.00

60.00

12/21/06

9063

38751

5,202.65

254146 01/11/07

-

5,202.65

5,202.65

12/22/06

9086

32219

6,829.56

259834 05/17/07

-

6,829.56

6,829.56

@

03/21/07

9540

39059

1,440.00

257473 03/29/07

-

1,440.00

1,440.00

@

07/11/06

8230

32219

5,114.00

259834 05/17/07

-

5,114.00

5,114.00

04/20/06

7785

32219

4,330.00

259834 05/17/07

-

4,330.00

4,330.00

@

07/11/06

8230

32219

1,320.00

259834 05/17/07

-

1,320.00

1,320.00

@

08/08/06

8381

32219

6,864.77

259834 05/17/07

-

6,864.77

6,864.77

@

09/22/06

8595

32219

680.00

259834 05/17/07

-

680.00

680.00

@

10/24/06

8773

32219

3,521.25

259834 05/17/07

-

3,521.25

3,521.25

@

11/15/06

8866

32219

7,132.65

259834 05/17/07

-

7,132.65

7,132.65

@

220,685.71

1,968,973.92

1,969,127.44

1,748,288.21
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Report on Special Investigation of the
City of Ames Electric Department
Staff
This special investigation was performed by:
Annette K. Campbell, CPA, Director
Corinne M. Johnson, CPA, Senior Auditor II
Tina R. Stuart, Senior Auditor

Tamera S. Kusian, CPA
Deputy Auditor of State
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